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Network Analysis, Architecture, and Design, Third Edition (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Networking)Morgan Kaufmann, 2007
Traditionally, networking has had little or no basis in analysis or architectural development, with designers relying on technologies they are most familiar with or being influenced by vendors or consultants. However, the landscape of networking has changed so that network services have now become one of the most important factors to the success of...
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Facilitation Basics (ASTD Training Basics)American Society for Training and Develpment, 2004
Facilitation Basics allows you to focus on the learners and help an audience "get" a facilitator's message by focusing on the basic principles that underlie effective learning facilitation. In addition, you will find solid tips and techniques on creating a learning climate, facilitating learning activities, managing difficult...
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Hitting the Wall: A Vision of a Secure Energy Future (Synthesis Lectures on Energy and the Environment: Technology, Science, and Society)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2008
Hitting the Wall examines the combination of two intractable energy problems of our age: the peaking of global oil production and the overloading of the atmosphere with greenhouse gases. Both emerge from the overconsumption of fossil fuels and solving one problem helps solve the other. The misinformation campaign about climate change is discussed...
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Global Warming: The Complete BriefingCambridge University Press, 2009
John Houghton's market-leading textbook is now in full color and includes the latest IPCC findings, making it the definitive guide to climate change. Written for students across a wide range of disciplines, its simple, logical flow of ideas gives an invaluable grounding in the science and impacts of climate change and highlights the need for action...
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New Frontiers in Integrated Solid Earth Sciences (International Year of Planet Earth)Springer, 2010
Man’s intensifying use of the Earth’s habitat has led to an urgent need for scientifically advanced ‘geo-prediction systems’ that accurately locate subsurface resources and forecast the timing and magnitude of earthquakes, volcanic eruptions and land subsidence.

As advances in the earth sciences lead to...
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Aerosol Pollution Impact on Precipitation: A Scientific ReviewSpringer, 2008

	Life on Earth is critically dependent upon the continuous cycling of water between oceans, continents and the atmosphere. Precipitation (including rain, snow, and hail) is the primary mechanism for transporting water from the atmosphere back to the Earth’s surface. It is also the key physical process that links aspects of climate,...
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Elements of Environmental ChemistryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	This reference takes a quantitative approach to environmental chemistry, employing a concise style. The second edition continues the book's original approach, while adding important topics such as climate change, atmospheric chemisty, the reactive fates of organic compounds and organic pollutants associated with oil spills, and the...
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Bees and Beekeeping (Shire Library)Shire, 2021

	
		The essential primer on the role of honeybees in British history, covering biology, folklore, the history of beekeeping and the danger to bees posed by climate change.

		

		One in every four bites of food we eat is thanks to bees. They pollinate 80 per cent of the world's crops and plants, but how much...
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Modelling Methods for Energy in BuildingsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Climate change mitigation and sustainable practices are now at the top of political and technical agendas. Environmental system modelling provides a way of appraising options and this book will make a significant contribution to the uptake of such systems. It provides knowledge of the principles involved in modelling systems, builds confidence...
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Sustainable Development Practices Using GeoinformaticsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2020

	
		This exciting new volume will provide a comprehensive overview of the applications of geoinformatics technology for engineers, scientists, and students to become more productive, more aware, and more responsive to global climate change issues and how to manage sustainable development of Earth's resources.

	
		Over...
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Fighting Crime Together: The Challenges of Policing and Security NetworksUniversity of New South Wales, 2007
Whether they want to or not, police are increasingly having to work with and through many local, national and international partnerships. This edited collection explores the development of policing and security networks. It looks at ways in which police can develop new strategies for integrating the knowledge, capacities and resources of different...
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A Hetero-functional Graph Theory for Modeling Interdependent Smart City InfrastructureSpringer, 2018

	
		Cities have always played a prominent role in the prosperity of civilization.   Indeed, every great civilization we can think of is associated with the prominence of one or more thriving cities.   And so understanding cities -- their inhabitants, their institutions, their infrastructure -- what they are and how...
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